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Ultra high speed
With up to 100 MB per second transfer bandwidth, this 
is the fastest speed of industrial use HDD duplicator. Each 
SATA interface is independent, no matter 1 target or 15 
target duplication, it has same speed performance. 6GB 
per minute is far beyond PC software based duplicators. 

Auto power control system 
When copying finished, the machine will automatically cut off the power 
of each port to protect HDD during removal from the duplicator. The power 
of each port will be only be output when the operation is started. 
  

Revolutionary interface module 
This patent design has 4 most customer appreciated advantages:

 ◉ Easy Plug and copy. No need of manual cable connection on each HDD. Just 
slide in the HDD into each interface module and ready to copy. It greatly reduces 
the operation time of cable connection.

 ◉ Both 2.5"and 3.5"SATA co-exist without requiring additional adapter or manual 
change interface cable. 

 ◉ SATA, IDE (2.5, 3.5) & SATA SSD. The machine equipped with standard SATA 
interface, and also provide optional interface module for IDE, SSD

 ◉ Easy replaceable interface can alleviate the hassle of change the wearing 
interface. 

Example : 160GB HDD with 10GB of stored data. (*Running Linux OS )
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the Expert of Duplicators

the innovated patent design of IT-300 HDD duplicator 
combines the both advantages of easy to use and 
professional function. The friendliest professional 
IT300 offers the fastest working speed, auto power 
control and three type of duplicator mode to highly 
satidfy ypur various kinds of needs.
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Economic
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Support 3 kind of different duplication mode
Quick copy, partition copy and whole HDD copy. If you have a big capacity 2TB HDD which only has 200GB data inside, quick copy can 
help to reduce the duplication time from 5.6 hours to 33 minutes. It will not copy the empty space.

Support various format on quick copy
Quick copy on standard HDD formats of FAT, NTFS, Linux. If an unknown OS besides FAT, NTFS, 
Linux, the machine will automatically do partition copy. 

DoD erase function 
Comply with US Department of Defense standard of clearing and sanitizing. It is important to make sure 
the data inside the disregard HDD not to be retrieved and protect the HDD can be safely transferred. 

Duplication among different capacity HDD 
The duplicator allows different capacity HDD to copy each other. If a smaller source HDD copy to larger 
target HDD, after duplication, the untouched space is allowed to repartition for further use. 

Ultra high speed data Compare 
the very special hardware bit by bit compare is the most secure way to guaranteed 100% accuracy of data duplication. 

Also, it takes the same speed as copy, there is no other duplicator can do such performance so fast and accurate.

Easy and friendly user interface
Very Simple and easy to use. Don’t require for high level expertise of operation. 

Specification
Model Number IT-300

Model Name HDD Duplicator

HDD Interface SATA, IDE(optional)

Compatible HDD All major brand of 2.5”,3.5” and SATA SSD

Duplication mode
Data Only quick copy,All partition

Whole disk copy

Support formats All format.    

Data only support formats FAT, NTFS, Linux

Capacity Maximum to 2TB

Dimension 31*19.5*6.5 cm

Weight

Power

Safety


